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A question for the group - Does the OTC market need clearing?
The conundrum, the paradox, the stick in the craw of OTC Clearing, for me, is as follows; Why,
how and when is it possible to reduce systemic risk by putting the majority of the worlds eggs,
or derivative contracts as they are commonly called, in just 1,2,3 or 4 baskets? 

As a buy side Investment Manager my company is being courted to supposedly negate its
counterparty risk by clearing its OTC trades through a CCP, via a clearing agent, sounds
good… doesn’t it? I’m not so sure. I’m really not. 

Why can’t I continue to trade with the counterparties I deem credit worthy whilst posting a
sensible level of margin to a segregated account administered by a third party, In the event of a
default that third party would be in possession of my segregated margin, as well as that of my
counterparty, therefore the cash would readily be available for transfer to the other. 

Under this model I’m not at risk of being called for collateral 6 times a day, managed of course
through a single call, T+1, from my clearing service provider, for a ‘cost for credit’ premium. 

I understand the regulators concern in so far as transparency goes, when Lehman’s failed they
had poor visibility of which contracts were on and with whom, however if each trade were
reported, as planned, then their concern goes away, surely? The likes of the agreements AIG
had in that it would not post collateral unless its bonds were downgraded would never be seen
again, unless two reckless entities agreed to such ridiculous terms. Perhaps MIFID II and DF
could consider incorporating that. 

The Banks have a lot to offer in terms of supporting businesses in preparing for the move to
reducing risk and increasing transparency within the OTC markets but I’m just not convinced
enforced wholesale clearing is what the market needs. Robust risk management, sensible
collateral / margin arrangements and segregation coupled with transparent position reporting
would do the trick, wouldn’t it? 

After all, given the sums that are being talked about as being needed for margin, I worry that
even through utilising repo activity on a grand scale there won’t be enough cash, or high grade
collateral to cover the books, this would surely have companies unwinding derivative positions
and considering un-hedged portfolios… which for pension funds is almost a criminal thought…. 

These are my thoughts and nothing to do with the company I work for, given the number of
members within this group I am intrigued to see what the responses will be, I’m sure most of
you have an opinion on the pro's and con's of clearing and I’d love to hear it….particularly from
you Bill.
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Bill Hodgson • How can I resist? 

From discussions I don't think many (if any) people believe the enthusiasm for CCPs by
politicians isn't justified by any studies showing they will reduce systemic risk - just the
visible appearance of doing something to react to the Lehman default and the global
financial crisis (GFC) driven by mortgage backed securities. 

Pushing the majority of OTC trades into CCPs won't save us from another GFC, and I
don't think any professional in the OTC market will sleep any more soundly as a result. 

The attraction for politicians in the US, is that in their view, clearing has been "safe" for
many years, "who ever lost money via a CCP?". What they miss, is that clearing an OTC
long dated contract is a quite different risk asset than a 3m IR future. 

The points I would make in defence of a CCP compared to using bilateral CSAs is: 
- Independent pricing & risk management 
- Rock solid operational reliability [most of the time ;-) ] 
- Simplified settlement, multi-lateral netting 
- No margin call disputes 
- No reconciliation issues 
- Tighter control of collateral assets 

If you compare a CCP to a bilateral ISDA approach, the CCP will win overall. 

The downside is a new operational model for firms to implement, and higher costs due to
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the IM requirement - something most CSAs won't include. 

The only conclusion we can draw from the DFA is that it is a battle between politicians and
regulators on one side, with rich & powerful bankers on the other, who for complex
reasons really screwed up big time. We as a banking industry can't justify huge pay
packets if we lose billions and need a bailout. The same reason the 'occupy' movement
has support - it's the politicians and bankers who have got us into a financial mess - but of
course it's the ordinary people earning ordinary salaries who will suffer most from the
austerity. 

Summary 

Pro: Better implementation of margining 
Cons: Expensive, changes the cost model of the OTC market fundamentally

2 days ago • Like

Ricky Maloney • A fantastic response as expected Bill, very insightful thank you. Let's
see if any other group members have anything further to add.

1 day ago • Like

James Parascandola • Well let's see, if OTC derivative clearing follows the path of other
cleared product, then as a buy side investment manager, I'm not sure how you couldn't
want it. While I'm unsure if your firm transacts in credit derivatives, as it currently stands,
you have 10 liquidity providers to chose from and pay an average of 7.5bps in bid/ask
spread/transaction. If there were 20 clearing firms for CDS, or 15 for that matter - systemic
risk would be reduced relative to the bilateral OTC derivative market infrastructure, your
transaction costs would drop dramatically (no matter how much intital + variation margin is
required) and overall liquidity would increase. Someone above mentioned clearing is
expensive (presumably you mean clearing is more expensive than bilateral trading) and
listed expense as a con; would you rather pay 60bps in bid/offer spread to transact let's
say RRD with one of 10 dealers on a standard size $5mm trade at a cost to you of
$120,000 or pay 8bps in bid/ask spread - a result of market participants competing for
your business, and have to pledge initial and variation margin; whilst this is a revolutionary
concept and way of thinking for legacy OTC derivative participants (a portfolio manager
once told me that GS doesn't charge him anything to trade CDS and I wondered how this
yoyo could be a portfolio manager), the futures market has been working this way quite
nicely for some time. If cleared CDS is more expensive from a risk, execution cost and
margining perspective than bilateral trading, please prove it to me with numbers - it simply
isn't.

20 hours ago • Like

Peter Shapiro • Our firm advises non-financial end-users on derivatives, so our
perspective is different. Most of our clients use swaps to hedge debt issuance (clients are
big entities like universities, museums, hospitals, states, cities and infrastructure agencies.
Our clients have done very well in OTC land. We've been able to negotiate highly
favorable ISDA terms on complex long-dated contracts. Typically, our clients only have to
post collateral if they are downgraded to A+ or below and the contract value has grown
large -- i.e. IM or VM at their current AA or above ratings, and even at A or below, they
have substantial thresholds in their CSAs. By contrast, we generally are able to demand
asymmetrical terms of the banks, so that they have to post to lower thresholds at higher
ratings. Many of our clients had Lehman as a counterparty, but less than 1% were hurt in
the bankruptcy (and none were hurt in swaps -- only in Lehman investment products). We
would lose a lot of advantages with clearing: the special treatment on collateral being only
one, but also the ability to do highly customized product that is long-dated. The Dodd-
Frank Act does allow a carve out for OTC use for many of our clients, and we intend to
use it.

19 hours ago

Bill Hodgson • James: Are you saying that the number of available parties to trade with,
and the bid/offer spread, will respectively increase and reduce as a result of the move to
clearing? 

I would think that in CDS trading now there is no limit to who you can trade with and
spreads are competitive? 

For most firms in the OTC market, posting IM is new - most CSAs don't require IM, this is
the underlying cost which I referred to. Any firm using a CCP will need to post IM using
cash (at a cost) or securities (can you find eligible ones?) - hence an increased cost
compared to pure bilateral OTC.

James Parascandola • Addressing Peter and Bill's comments - If the firms you advise
have done very well, the dealers offering them protection along side a new debt issuance
have done tremendously better. Sell side institutions/CDS market making desks see $$$
signs when printing business with universities, endowments, pension funds, utility
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authorities or corporates I assure you. I don't know a dealer out there, particularly anyone
today who would compress bid/offer spreads for any account on the back of say a $50mm
new issue allocation; if anything, they would ask for and get more. You fail to address how
competition in the market would lead to a reduction in execution costs as a function of
compressed bid/offer spreads for those firms you're advising - a tie in to Bill's comment -
but one last point is if they are not active accounts who are trading CDS but using to
hedge or some other purpose, exemptions are certainly available and those accounts can
go on paying the absolutly absurd and monopolistic bid/ask spreads that exist in the credit
derivative market bilaterally and continue to believe they are doing as well as then can. If
you're an end-user Bill, whether that's a University who trades 2/year or a hedge fund who
trades 20/day, your limited to trade with CDS market makers (let's say there are 10
currently) - its precisely this structure which dealers are attempting to preserve for cleared
OTC derivatives. One which ensures limited competition and wider bid/ask spreads. If the
OTC derivative market follows the futures market infrastructure, we'll see an increase of
participants, a reduction in bid/ask spreads which will more than offset the cost of
formalized pledging of initial and variation margin - something which you neglect to
address; there are costs associated with pledging collateral, but those costs will be more
than mitigated by having more people compete honestly for business which translates to
narrower bid/ask spreads. Imagine for a second, if everytime you traded a stock, whether
it be ETFC, RTN, GOOG or GE, the cost to you was 10%-15% of your purchase
price...which for the layman out there, would require ETFC, RTN, GOOG or GE to move in
your favor 10-15% before you made a single $$ of profit. Well, that's precisely the actual
costs incurred by folks who trade CDS. If you don't take my word for it, simply look at this
histories of numerous markets that traded OTC and transitioned to cleared. End users go
from being able to trade with only 10 firms, to being able to trade with 1,000. Under this
model, the dealer can get boxed out of the trade given end users can trade with one
another - the primary reason why they have been doing everything in their power to delay
implementation and maintain as much legacy infrastructure as possible.

13 hours ago • Like

Peter Shapiro • To James's comment, our clients don't play in CDS. We're talking about
interest rate swaps, many long-dated, many highly customized. In most cases, we handle
these on a competitive basis, negotiating ISDAs with multiple dealers, and bidding the
deal out among them. We almost always have a precise calc on where mid-market is, and
typically see spreads that are very tight to mid -- nothing even approaching the 10-15%
that you cite. Again, these are highly customized, bespoke agreements. It's simply fantasy
to believe that you'd ever have 1000 counterparties willing to trade on them. Getting 1% of
that number would be more like it. This is a different part of the derivatives universe than
what it sounds like you deal with. One of the great mistakes of the new regulatory thrust is
thinking that all parts of the market, and all users, need to fit within the same cookie-cutter
approach.

13 hours ago • Like

James Parascandola • Each product certainly has specific issues unto themselves - CDS
is a highly fungible product whereas many of the benefits of IRS are achieved through
customization. My point about there being 1000 market makers is true to both products
however - if anyone is permitted to put an exeuctable market on a SEF, and anyone is
able to trade off that market anonymously- you have an all-to-all market and thereby
unlimited counterparts and unbridled competition without assuming any counterpart
exposure. Again, differnentiating between trading and hedging adds a ton of clarity in
regard to the benefits/costs of clearing versus trading bilaterally and when coupled with
the exemptions available to tru end users, maybe very little changes. Long term, in my
opinion the CDS and IRS markets will benefit from clearing tremendously. Lastly, and
perhaps most importantly, the Giants are going back to the Super Bowl!!! Congrats on a
fantastic victory...5 straight Ws in NFC Championship games!!!

Bill Hodgson • James, 

You are proposing then that OTC trading moves to the central limit order book model with
full anonymity, with a close coupling between execution and clearing to avoid any
temporary bilateral credit issues? 

My perception of the development of the SEF space so far, is that the initial model will be
RFQ where a buyer will request quotes from a finite set of bidders. There are also
considerable concerns about the certainty of clearing for OTC products in the new world,
given that each trade can cause a margin call and mean trades remain bilateral for an
indeterminate time. 

In the CLOB model, there would have to be the same certainty of clearing as in the futures
world, to allow client to client execution (anonymously of course), to reach the "all to all"
model you are promoting above. 

Perhaps this can be achieved in the medium term, and I then follow your argument that
access to many parties will bring down spreads. 

My perception of the development of the OTC infrastructure and business model is that it
will move to something like the old PB model where firms execute trades with their
selected counterparties, which are then cleared via your chosen intermediary. Would we
really see clients executing with other clients in the short term without CLOB? 

Good debate...Bill
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7 hours ago • Like

Ricky Maloney • The OTC model is very much like the PB model, in its current
determined guise anyhow. One of the biggest changes post reform of OTC trading is
transparency, both pre and particularly post trade. I don’t therefore understand the
reference to anonymity. I think OTC clearing will be markedly different to ETD clearing and
I see no financial benefits to the buy side, unless you’re a multi directional Hedge Fund
manager. 

Excellent debate Gents.

4 hours ago

Bill Hodgson • Ricky: Of the two models proposed for SEFs, one is RFQ, where a firm
like yours requests quotes from other members of the SEF. The other, Central Limit Order
Book, is a complex term for the exchange-style anonymous trading, where you don't know
or care who the counterparty is, as the trade should be cleared immediately after
execution.

This Wiki explains both CLOB & RFQ:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_limit_order_book

2 hours ago • Like

Peter Matza • The ACT view on this is clear: there is no justification to forcing non-
financial corporates into CCPs. Nothing nfcs do or have done in OTC markets caused or
led to systemic risk, so why are people being threatened? At least in the US the fx market
looks like it will be exempted (for the bizarre reason of being regulated bu the SEC not the
CTFC) but in the EU, who knows? I agree that politicians are trying to answer a question
about markets that has nothing to do with nfcs.

2 hours ago • Like

Jeremy (Jez) Bezant • So we have a debate split along two lines, the increased costs due
to central clearing compared to the reduced costs of increased market participants
reducing bid-offer spread. I would like to add the other impact of the regulatory roller-
coaster is the impact on non-cleared trades and the capital charges they will attract. Just
how this will impact the pension funds is not yet clear. 
But to stick to the debate, I agree that making OTC's centrally cleared will increase the
number of participants (brokers). Further, mandating the use of SEFs/OTFs will increase
the number of trading venues (especially in the first few years). But what will be the impact
of this on liquidity? We cannot assume that there will be more real liquidity available
unless more investors enter the market. So unless this happens, the same amount of
trading activity will be spread more thinly across the market. For reference look at the
impact of MiFID 1 on cash equities. Since its introduction we have seen smaller trade
sizes with a high percentage of liquidity being provided by HFT, and much trading activity
moved to 'dark pools'. In short, fragmentation, making real liquidity harder to find. 
And if liquidity is harder to find, would you not have to pay more to get hold of it? 

Central clearing may make it less risky to trade vanilla OTCs but the unintended
consequences of this change should also be considered.

2 hours ago • Like

James Parascandola • As non-trading firms are likely exempt from clearing, let's leave
them out of the discussion. In terms of new entrants, just off the top of my head I can list
100 firms who will be invloved in CDS who have never in their history done anything in the
space previously. These firms approached me over the past two years and have been
chomping at the bit to simply be allowed to participate in the CDS market. That's a
carefully chosen word, allowed, for the gate keepers in the bilateral market have total
control over who can participate, in what manner and at what cost.

1 hour ago

Bill Hodgson • Why would these gate keepers not allow your 100 firms to participate? Not
sure I see the reason. What sort of firms are these?

Ricky Maloney • Peter your point about NFCS not being responsible for systemic risk
through their OTC activity is fair but that's another paradox of these new regulations isn't
it. A pension fund for example, buy to hold, IR hedge, will have to pay considerable margin
when compared to a hedge fund trading derivatives purely for profit, multi directional and
therefore benefiting from margin nets. 

The pension fund exemption, that Jez, alluded to earlier is worthless without a similar
exemption within CRD IV. 
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1 hour ago • Like • Reply privately • Flag as inappropriate

I was hoping to talk about collateral management at some point but we seem to be
progressing nicely on this topic so I'll keep that in my back pocket for now. 

Thanks again Gents, riveting reading.

1 hour ago • Like

James Parascandola • Wow, I'm shocked! Some of these 100 firms, without mentioning
names, represent a threat to the current CDS market making dealer universe (as I
mentioned previously, these 10 firms control 100% of the CDS market and if you're a
customer, YOU HAVE TO TRADE WITH ONE OF THEM IF YOU WANT TO TRADE AT
ALL). If end user A, has 10 firms to trade with in one scenario and let's say their choice of
50 in another scenario, what do you think will be the impact to to bid/ask spread? Other
firms amongst the 100, were firms that apporached mine after being turned away by these
10 CDS market making firms. Why, might you ask, were they turned away...the
explanations varied but the common theme was they were simply too small and not on the
dealer's radar. Perhaps $50-$500mm AUM didn't justify the dealer expending several
months negotiating an ISDA agreement. These firms are itching to trade CDS and
CAN'T!!!


